
 

Hermetic Solutions Group (“HSG” or the “Company”), a leading global provider of mission-critical, highly 
engineered component and protection solutions is pleased to announce the appointment of BT 
Electronics as our exclusive representation of HSG in France. 

Created in 2004 and part of the family-owned RG Distribution Group, BT Electronics offers a wide range 
of microelectronics and equipment products in the semiconductor, optics, solar power, hybrid assembly, 
and CMS sectors. 

Joe Hale, Executive Vice President of Sales stated, “We are thrilled to partner with BT Electronics and 
have them represent our brand in France. Aligning with the local BT Electronics team is a great 
opportunity for us to meet and address the needs of our growing customer base in France. The cultures 
for each of these groups are aligned as we both put the customer at the center of everything that we 
do.” 

Gabriel de Galzain, President of RG Distribution Group and BT Electronics said, "We are pleased that BT 
Electronics has been selected by Hermetic Solutions Group to represent them, it is a mark of confidence 
and BT Electronics will put all its energy, expertise, and know-how in supporting customer relationships 
and providing a high-level of customer service in France. I sincerely believe that we share the same 
values and commitment to our clients. This association with HSG will quickly benefit customers and 
create a better understanding of the needs of the French market. 

BT Electronics will support all the divisions of HSG; Hi-Rel, Litron, PA&E, and Sinclair Manufacturing - all 
highly recognized for their quality and innovation. These are the values we bring to service of our 
customers." 

About Hermetic Solutions Group 

Hermetic Solutions Group is the premier global supplier of hermetic packaging, components and 
services. Comprised of highly respected microelectronic packaging brands - Hi-Rel Group, Litron, PA&E 
and Sinclair Manufacturing, we offer a single source of supply for hermetic packages, connectors, 
headers, lids, windows, thermal management materials, vacuum products, preforms and laser solutions. 
We make our customers lives easier by providing them every solution need to enable and protect their 
sensitive electronics in harsh environments. And while our customers are at the center of everything we 
do, we recognize that it is our employees that make is all happen and we are proud of that fact. With 
over 500 employees located in eight facilities across three countries, we like to say that we are 
unconventional, thoughtful and always willing to go the extra mile – not only for our customers, but for 
our employees too.  

About BT Electronics 

BT Electronics is a major player in the semiconductor manufacturing market and puts its expertise at the 
service of users of packages, lids, getters, solder preforms, connectors and many other products all 



dedicated to high-tech applications. BT Electronics’ 15 years of experience and our integration into the 
French group RG Distribution positions BT Electronics in the French market as the essential partner of 
your future developments. 

For additional details, please contact John Buglino – jbuglino@hermeticsolutions.com 


